
QUINONES AS REDOX MEDIATORS IN  
LITHIUM SULFUR BATTERY TECHNOLOGY 
Density Functional Theory as a Powerful Tool for Redox Mediator Screening

§ With an ever-increasing drive for more efficient and sustainable energy 
storage, the benefits of a high theoretical energy density and the natural 
abundance of sulfur has led to research within LiS battery technology

§ Currently, LiS batteries achieve a much lower energy density than 
theoretically capable of, suggesting a method is needed to reduce this 
performance gap, allowing use of this technology - redox mediators (RMs)

§ Effective RMs improve a battery’s energy efficiency and cycling stability by 
increasing electron shuttling, catalyzing the conversion of S to Li2S and 
oxidizing the ‘dead’ Li2S, allowing an energy density very competitive with 
rival Li ion technologies

§ This poster focuses on the study of quinones as new RMs, with density 
functional theory (DFT) applied to computationally screen a structural 
variety of quinones as novel RMs for use within static LiS batteries

§ Functionalities have been compared, with trends noted between groups of 
different electrochemical tendencies, and results referenced to their 
potential energy performance in a LiS cell

ABSTRACT MOTIVATION AND AIMS
§ Design and identify RMs, that in particular are suitable for oxidizing Li2S, as 

well as aiding the reduction of S8 in LiS batteries

§ Use DFT to compare the performance of RMs through the calculation of 
their redox potentials

§ Compare the effects of relevant functionalities on RM performance

As a key problem for LiS batteries, the oxidation of ‘dead’ LiS has been focused 
on, with comments on catalyzing the conversion of S to Li2S also made

A critical parameter of RMs is their redox potential, directly impacting their 
performance. For this reason, a method was developed to computationally 
calculate and compare quinone redox potentials

Through the use of a thermodynamic cycle, results from DFT calculations 
can be used to predict a quinone’s redox potential[1]

Quinone redox potentials have been calculated for potential use as RMs, 
with the primary focus on oxidizing Li2S

§ Using DFT over experimental methods, time 
and resources were saved, reducing cost and 
environmental impact

§ The knowledge of the effects of EDGs and 
EWGs has allowed the control of redox 
potentials in future quinone RMs

§ Promising results of the thiolated quinone 
tested has led to future work focusing more 
specifically on thiolated quinones as RMs

§ Computational calculations will be run to 
determine the stability of the leading quinones 
within the electrolyte

§ Electrochemical analysis of selected quinones/ 
thiolated quinones as RMs in full cells
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With only my final year remaining,  I am currently 
studying for a masters in chemistry with a year in 
industry at the University of Nottingham. Within 
chemistry, my main passions are focused around 
physical and inorganic chemistry, however, the 
new computational aspects of this project have 
sparked an additional interest for me. The future 
applications of LiS technology has inspired me 
throughout this project, especially during the 
days where calculations were not going to plan! I 
am aspiring to undertake a PhD within chemistry, 
with the goal of earning a job within the motor 
industry.
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METHODS – COMPUTATIONAL REDOX POTENTIALS RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

IMPACT / NEXT STEPS REFERENCES INTERN BIO
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§ IQmol – provides atomic coordinates
§ Q-Chem – performs DFT calculations:

§ Structure optimization – provides 
the minimum energy

§ Frequency calculations – provides 
properties such as enthalpy and 
entropy

∆Ggas= ∆Htherm−T∆S
+∆ZPE

Figure 1. Comparison of calculated redox potentials

§ Anthraquinone redox potentials (D-F) were below 2.15 V 
however, below S8’s potential (2.35 V)[3] so could aid S8 
reduction – reduction mediators

§ 2,6-Dimethoxy-1,4-benzoquinone (C) is best for oxidation 
of Li2S (see below) and able to reduce S8 – dual mediators

Scheme 1. Cycle of operation of RM in oxidation mode
§ C=S of thiolated quinones expected to interact with 

polysulfides favorably over C=O – more appealing RMs
§ Thiolated-quinone, G suitable for Li2S oxidation however, 

should be improved using EDGs
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To oxidize Li2S, the RM redox potential should ideally be just 
above 2.15 V[2] (Li2S’s redox potential)

Although quinone C performed best, C=S’s interactions 
with polysulfides favors thiolated quinones as RMs
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